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’National Commission-on Labour.

Memorandum received from the Indian CottonMills1 Federation.Oj 

Section < Tags .No. * J' ' Points for .Elucidation

•Recruitment . 
and. Induct
ion
Ton - the. jcb’ 
training.

from other workers in the 
Department. As a

III.
Growth of • 
Registered Trade 
Unions '

2-5

5.- Recognition of 5
■ '? unions..

-do-

■Will you reconcile your statement that ’’most > 
mills: have facilities for on-the-job training'* 
for their workers" with the following observat
ion of the Study Group?

"©yen to the new entrant, there is no 
provision in a majority of the mills for 
any formulinod training and induction. The 
new worker le more or loss left to hio 
own devices in picking up his jobZresult, it 
takes him longer to learn his job and secondly 
he picks up some of the inefficient methods 
and operations which are inadvisable. Provisio‘; 
'* of proper training facilities within the 
mill before the worker is placed in a job will 
help to improve productivity in. mills".

You have suggested that minimum number of 
membership for registration, in case of a 
concern employing more than 100 persons should 
be 50 or 10% whichever is higher. Is not 
the percentage or minimum limit too high?

Y/ho should be the judge to decide the 
criteria of 'responsible and strong unions 
which can really deliver goods’?

Often a point has been raised that verificat
ion method is cumbersome and prone to influe
nce. Will you suggest measures to insulate 
the system against this charge?

5. Office bearers of 8 
trade unions

6,. IV.
1 Conciliation and'

. Mediation

7. . V
, Neutralisation

8.- Ceiling on D.A.

Frequency of 
Adjustment ■

Does your observation regarding the stability 
achieved by the trade union movement refer 
to Cotton Textile Industry only or has 
a &?neral applicability?

In your schemes for the settlement of 
industrial disputes, what place will you 
assign to voluntary arbitration and 
standing tripartite boards?

Do you agree that lower grade workers 
should be fully neutralised against 
increased cost of living', and the percentage 
should taper off for higher income groups?

Will you elucidate how the principles 
envolved by Dearness Allowance Commission 
regarding D.A, lead to a ceiling on the 
quantum of D.A.

In a period of rising prices would annual 
adjustmont of D.A. not entail hardship to 
labour?

it
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Rige No- Points for Elucidation

10 Bonus 4 JIow far a&n one ganorn Hoc? on the basis
of a few ootabliohmento incurring looses, 
(that also during a short period) that 
bonus is nothing but an annual addition- 
to wages? Will you evolve a formula of 
sharing profits on the premise that bonus 
is a matter of right and not gratuitous?

VI 2
Incentive Schemes 
& Productivity.

Apart from resistance on the part of labour 
to rationalisation, are there no other 
factors impeding increase in productivity? 
In particular, what are your comments on 
following factors mentioned by the Study 
Group?

"The machinery and equipment used in 
India are still of the conventional type 
and their speeds and productions are 30 to 
40% lower than in other textile producing 
countries. The standards of maintenance 
and working conditions in some of the mills 
are such that a large increase in product
ivity would be difficult without an 
improvement in these areas."

12. Absenteeism , 3 
and Earnings

As employers what measures would you like 
to tdke in order to direct higher earnings 
into the channels suggested by you viz. 
reducing indebtedness, improving standard 
of food etc. and what cooperation/asnintance 
you would like from trade- unions and 
Government?

13. Automation 5 You have stated that automation in a must In 
cotton mill industry, Wb-'t nionnuron .you waul

' take to safeguard the into-roots of labour 
particularly job security?

14. VII
Social Security 
Schemes.

1 You feel that labour does not feel obligate, 
to employer for social security benefits.
Is sum total of benefits adequate when
inflation has eroded his real savings?

■ r
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256569 
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-a- THE INDIAN COTTON MILLS’ FEDERATION
O)
^*^34-^/4670-67.

ELPMINSTONE BUILDING, VEER NARIMAN ROAD, 
PORT, BOMBAY-I,

0<Pff«—341967

Shri B.N. Latar,
Member Secretary,
National Commission on Labour, 
1-27, South Extension,
New Delhi-6. '

Dear Sir,

Sub: Questionnaire issued by the
National Commission on Labour

I am directed to refer to your letter dated 

10th April 1967 and to submit herewith 5 copies oi 
the 1 ederation’s replies to the Questionnaire issued 
by the National Commission on Labour.

I have also Sent by separate post additional 
45 copies of the replies.

Please acknowledge receipt.

Yours faithfully,
L ...i-'d'”''

Enel.- As above.
(Bhaskar G. Kakatkar) 

Secretary-General

Vyt/Kag.
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•Section I. • RPCRUITMENT AND INDUCTION
Method, of recruiting workers: ,-

The common practice is that every mill maintains 

a badli pool to meet its normal manpower requirements in 
the major departments, so that it is assured of a minimum 

supply of substitute labour in requisite number, whenever 

vacancies occur. Badlis are permanently attached to mills. 

Their names are entered into a register and they are issued 

badli cards every month. Although they.are not regular 

employees, badlies are required, to present, themselves at 

the start of. the shift.. Departments, which are in need of 

substitutes to fill in vacancies of'permanent workers, who

Care either on leave or have remained absent from work

without prior intimation, .send out indents against which 

senior most badlies, among those present, are given work.

An entry is made in the badli card to indicate whether the 

badli was given work or not. A new badli card is issued on 

the first of every month and the seniority of a badli is 

calculated on the basis of the maximum, number of days worked 

by the badli worker. Some variations are, however, observed 

in the practice of maintaining badli poofs from centre to 

centre, depending upon local conditions4.

While the pool of badlis supplies labour to mills

in Bombay, Ahmedabad, Sholapur, Kanpur, Coimbatore, Baroda

and a few other centres, a Decasualisation Scheme is in

operation.with a view to helping mills get workers. The

salient features of this Scheme are

i) To regulate recruitment ef labour with a view to 
avoiding v/aste of manpower;

ii ) To increase efficiency and production by reducing 
labour turnover;

iii) To reduce the waiting period of unemployed textile 
« workers;

iv) To encourage the systematic training of textile 
, workers with a view to ensuring a speedy supply

of efficient workers, and

< # r # 2. .



v) To eliminate bribery, corruption and, l'avuuriti.m
in the recruitment of textile workers,•. » > .
The Scheme provides lor the maintenance of a Foster-

Register of unemployed workers, and whenever mills am • *•
unable to get badlis from their own pool, they draw on this 

Faster Register, Workers are supplied to mills according

>• to the serial order, in which’names are registered. The
i . ' I : • < .

* . , 1 I'* '

Decasualisation Scheme $ thus su<jlements the badli poo] 

system in getting workers«

Mthough the present recruitment arrangement can 

generally be said to be satisfactoryj occasionally mills 

find it difficult to get sufficient number of recruits even 

from the Decasualisation Scheme Exchange. In those centres, 

where the Decasualisation Scheme is not in operation, mills 

try to get workers either through existing employees, 

contractors or employment exchanges, when they find it 

difficult to get sufficient number of persons (ion th'-lr 

own bad'li pools.

It is the experience of the industry that during th< 
v •

. monsoon period, marriage season and in summer,as well as 

during period of seasonal sickness or epidemic, when large 

number of persons are absent, mills are unable to get 

sufficient badlis.

Short supply of labour:

It is the experience of cotton textile indstry 

that it is difficult to get skilled workers particularly 

weavers, four-siders and drawers-in in sufficient number.

No doubt, some mills have introduced their training schemes 

1or weavers to overcome the problem of shortage, but, by 

and large, this is not adequate to meet the requirements 

of the industry. Although one of the objects of the Deeasua- 

•lis^tion Schemejis to encourage the systematic training of

V
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textile workers for ensuring steady supply of efficient workers, no positive steps seem to have, been taken by the Scheme in this direction. It is understood that about of the labour force in Bombay mill industry consists of workers falling in ’’short categories”, i.e. categoric.' fcr which the Decasualisation Scheme has no workeie to supply. The experience at other centres, where such a scheme is not in operation, is also similar. The question of training workers in short categories has been constantly engaging the attention of employers and trade unions alike.Mobility of labour;" •There is no mobility of workers in this industry, particularly in big centres. The problem of shortage of skilled workers can be ovcr-come by introduction of training scheme to which reference has b< on mad< nbov . Migratory character of .labour:It is common knowledge that most of the industrial labcur come3 fiom villages. Although they migrate from villages to cities, they do not sever their connections with the village life and they like to goback to their villages particularly for agricultural operations, f r s f 5 •marriages etc. It, therefore, creates a problem of 1 <77 * ~ scale absenteeism for the management. There arc at lea: t two or three peak absenteeism periods in a year,W ome n w o r k e r s :For a variety of reasons, the percentage of women employees in the total labour force employed in the industry has been falling; it was 7.9 in 1952, 5.9 in 1r;6? and only 5.05 in 1966.It has been the practice of the industry generally to employ women workers only ih Vending, Reeling and 'wash* Departments. In some centres like Ahmedab.-d, however, woi
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workers wer< employe'-’ as machine tenters in the .Speed Frame 

and Ring Flame Sections of the Spinning Department, ’’'ith 

the signing of the Delhi Agreement, 1935, which introduced for 

the first time rationalisation in the Ring Frame Department, 

two-sidesr-to-a-sider system was introduced and for this 

purpose, where both husband and wife were employed in the 

same Department.the wife was to be retrenched and that side 

was to be-managed by her. husband. This resulted in a fall 

in the employment of women workers. Another factor which 

contributed to this fall was the passing of the Maternity 

Benefit legislation. Although it cannot be said that 

women workers were reduced by mills in order to avoid tlr 

payment of maternity benefit, the iact remains that the 

legislation created a climate against th< recruitment <■!' 

women workers. However, the main reasons for the fall 

in thfe employment of women workers may be mentioned as:

1. Installation of high speed machinery and the 
resultant retrenchment of workers;

2. Increasing use of yarn for weaving with consequent 
reduction in the complement of reelers, and

3. Preference shown by women workers for employment 
.in lighter industries.

With the grewth of industries, avenues of employment far

women workers, especially in lighter industries, are

expanding and the fall in the employment of such workers i >

•the cotton textile industry is not likely to make any

impact on the volume of employment of women in the 
\
industrial sector. It may be stated here that, in foreign 

countries, wage rates foi women workers are lower than 

those for men workers.

Ho long as a large section of male workers is stl11 
*

without suitable jobs, it really needs consideration win tin -■ 

any special measures are at all necessary for increasing' 

the 'employment, of women workers. ..5.

f
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Physically handicapped persons:

' ' It io understood that some of the mills have b<an

employing physically handicapped persons voluntarily on 

some suitable jobs and their experience is fairly good. fuel 

employment is, however, given on humanitarian grounds. ’'e 

are, hewever, opposed to 'any statutory provision being made 

for reserving a portion of the vacancies for the physically

. ' *• . handicapped.

’On the job* training:

Most mills have facilities for 'on the job’ training 

for their workers.

Promotion policy:

Promotion is essentially a management function. In 

general, vacancies should normally be filled through 

internal promotion subject to a judicious combination of
V X

merits and seniority. Management's right to recruit direct! 

in the interest of the efficiency of the establishment shout 

be clearly recognised.

3
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Section II
Conditio;c ' work

Provision of t).c Fa ctori es aot

We are of Mie opinion. that provisions of the Factories 

Act-am qaj.te adequate in bho present conditions of the 

country and no changes in tnese provisions are called for.

They ensure proper working conditions for the employees.

Annua I Jy *yyey_

We are of the opinion that the present statutory leave 

provisions are reasonable and adequate. ilowrvr, there have 

been instances where the labour unions have demanded additional 

leave facilities for workers. The Industrial Courts/Tribuns]s 

have awarded such additional annual leave. The result is th-^t, 

although under the Central labour legislat ion(v;hich has uniform 

application all over the ecu ; y) annual leave is prescribed, 

workers in different regions/industries have been getting dif

ferent quantum of annual leave. bre fee.' this is undesirable. 

Here vm would also like to point out teat statutory annuel 

leave facilities available to workers under the factory legis
lation in this country, are not less favourable than those 

available to workers in European countries. 'c give below, the 

statutory annual leave admissible to workers in different 

European countries:

Name of the Country Statutory annual leave-
adi li ss ibl e

U.K. 12 d ay s
Belgium 12 days
France 18 to 24 days
Germany 12 days

Italy 10 days

Luxembourg 8 to 18 days
Ket her lands 12 days
Aus t ?? ia 12 to 24 days
Ecru 'ark 18 d ays
borv y > 18 days
Swi l.u.or 1 and 14 to 21 days
Sweden 18 d ays

. . 2 . .
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We feel that there is no justification in a d svolepin/ *

country like ours to (.rant for ary particular j.nd hu try er 
leave

region orivilego/beyond what 's 1- id down in the factory legis

lation i. xk«wkatxk«xU«<k^«1^x«l-'k;.<.<V.-zk Besides, the
should be uniform all over the country, 

previlege leave/ It is also our view that it should hot be open 

for.industrial courts to award leave more than what is laid down 

in the Factory Legislation.

Festival ^td. No t ionai Hoi id ays ;

The facility of paid festival and national holidays

available to workers in different industries is net gov, rrv.d by 

any Central legislation. In some States like Kerala, Madras,

U.P., Mysore end Punjab, the State Governments ha.vc enacted 

legislation regulating the festival and national holi ays. In 

some regions, the facility is granted under Awards of Indus ul 

Courts/fribunals or under Agreements or, in some coses, on the 

basis of custom and. tradition. L’he legislations framed by the 

States mentioned above have /r vb’.d different quanta of fc.otiyol 

and nations' holidays. The t.o -e is s l.so di In rent in U if)-m 

enb states. The Kerala Industrial Hs tab J is limen t (M; tionu.1 A. 

Festival Holidays) Act, 1958, applies only to such industrial 

establishments which employ more than 50 persons and are engaged 

in banks oturing, plantation or any other industry which the 

Government may bring within its purview. The hir-d ras Indus's 1 

Establishment (National & Festival Holidays) Act, 1961, cov mss 

not only factories but also shops, commercial establishments

and plan nations. The U.F. , Industrial Establishment (bebional 

Holidays) 'Vet, 1961, a,jpLi.es Specifically to foi-tories. os Unfit- I

!;ilc Factories Act. The scope of the Mysore Industrial 

EsV&biisliiUCnt (Motional & Festival Holidays) Act, 1962, is

similar to the Iladr- s legislation. The Funjob Industrial 

Establishments (National and -''estival Holidays & Casual and Sick 

Leave) --ct, 1965, applies to all factories as defined under tlr 

Factories set, m ' a] l. p ' an i;at i o •• o r

Plantation Gabon Act, 1951.

d e f i no u rid or Lh■

tr.

jpLi.es
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The Kerala Act provides lor 7 paid festival and national, 

holidays, the Madras and Mysore Acts provide for 8 days, the 

U.P. Act prescribes 3 paid holidays and the Punjab Act provides 

for 7 holidays. Thu Bombay industry gives 4 paid holidays under 

an Award of the Industrie! Court. A perusal of tho paid holi

days une ,r tho above montionocl Acts shown that they generally 

include the Republic Bay (26th January) anc the Independence 

Bay (15th August). The Bombay cotton textile industry gives a 

paid holiday on 2nd October (Mahatma Gandhi’s Birthday) but 

not on 26th January. The U.P. and Madras Acts also prescribe 

the 2nd October as the National Holiday, while the Kerala Act 

specifies 1st May (Labour Bay) as the national holiday. Ho 

feel that, so far as national holidays are concerned, it should 

be pos- ibl to bring about uniformity in the number of hl 

holidays gr ; nted in different reyionn/indus I, r i < • s . The pr nj.,n 

difference does not appear to he justifiable. However, as 

regards festival holidays, si ;different regions have get 

different festivals, the holidays are bound to differ. V/e 

consider that time lias come to reduce the number of festival 

holidays. In this respect, we would like to invite the alter - 

tion of the Commission to the following observation made by ' r. 

Second bay Commission (dagannadha Ban Co; mi a ..Ion) (p-doy)'

" There is a widespread feeling among those who tab* 
intelligent interest in these matters that there are 
toe many holidays in the country, that these are sl/J

• not now necessary for r ligious or traditional social 
observances, in many of which the. educated people 
particularly are Losing interest, and that, in short, 
many of the public holidays are only a pretext for 
idleness, wnich the country can ill-afford”.

The Supremo Court of'India, ’”.i'it giviiv decision in the 

case of Associate". Cement St">'r Union and other v/s /•. ssooi; lad 

Cement Company and others (L.h. . I or 1‘j64 p.12) has obsc-taed
,1 • ,•
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" While discussing in the other appeals the question 
of justification for increasing the working hours, 
we have mentioned the growing realisation in the 
country of the need for increase in k the country's 
productivity along with the necessity of hotter 
distribution of the wealth produced. It cannot be 
disputed that a necessary step in this direction is 
the reduction in the numbs-• of holidays".

In the case of Pfizer Pvt Ltd., v/s their workn<n(1963-64-

Vol. XXIV F.J.K. 203), the Supp tic Court point'd out that -

" In '.he face of the pres .nt emergency wh<n the whole 
economy of the country is being put on a war basis 
and inevitably industrial production must be geared 
up to meet the requirements of the nation, capital, 
labour and industrial adjudication alikv must be 
sensitive and responsive to the paramount requirement 
of the community which is faced with a great 
danger’'.

Their Lordship, while dealing with the quest ion of ho)id;;/S,

observed:

” Besides, it is now generally accepted that there 
arc too many public holidays in our country and 
that , when the need for industrial production is 
urgent and paramount, it may be advisable to 
reduce the number of such holidays in industrial 
concerns".

No additional comments from us arc called for on the question 

of reduction in the number o.’ n festival holidays. The 

Factor Los Act provides for . ekly holiday. '7e beg to sug

gest that the number of holidays, including national and 

festival holidays , should be allowed to be fixed in such a 

manner .that the total of all such holidays does not exceed 

fifty-five including weekly holidays, in a year. This 

could Io achieved by adjustment of national ■ nd festival 

holidays a; wins t Weekly holidays und ?r the F‘ ctories Act. Ti 

other words, if a'national or festival holiday occurs in a 

week, it should be a llowed to be substitute'1 for a weekly 

holiday under the Factories Act and an employer shouLd net

.. 5 ..



he called upon to give it as; an-additional holiday. Wo mov 

even suggest that, if, for the purpose of such substitution 

somo relaxation of the‘provisions of the Factories Act. bew 

necessary, Government should consider it fa vourabl.y.

Child labour.

In a.total labour force of over nine lakh employed in

»

1 n.).'-

the industry, workers below 18 years are not even fifty.

Contract Labour:

In the cotton textile industry, contract labour is 

employed on certain jobs like leading and unloading,erection 

of machinery, construction of and repairs to buildings, etc. 

However, the practice- varies from centre i?> cent Homo

cotton textile units consider it necessary to i.mploy contr ct 

labour in certain departments for carrying out the work nor- 

efficiently and economically. In such casos, the conditions 

of work are generally the same as those for workers directly 

employed by the units. The main difference is tlr'.t contract

labour is responsible to the contractor and riot to the mi IJ

managers ?it. However,' in the matter of nou-r.iortc bory bon fibs,

contract labour in industrial concerns is generally on par with 
the Hiiployees State Insurance Act,

regular labour. The protection of Factories Act,/the Employees 

Provident Fund Act, etc., is. av ' ilablc to them.

We have no objection to stops being taken to protect con

tract 1 -hour, wherever employed, against possible malpractices 

and to ensure the observance of fair practices in regard bo 

their employment. Some of the provisions of the Bill introduced 

by Government in November 1966, however, are i..ii<-.ly to cans'; 

harm to the industry. For example, the Bill mentions four
4

criteria, which are to be taken into considoration by the 

appropriate Government before it can prohibit the employment

of contract labour in an establishment. Those are?

(a) whether the process, operation or other ’work is 
incidental to, or necessary for the industry, 
trade, business, 'manufacture or occupation bh t 
is carried on in the ootabiialiment;

... 6 ..
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. (b) whether lb Is of perennial nature, that is ,
to say , it is of sufficient duration having ‘
regard to the nature of industry, trade,
business, manufacture or occupation carried 
on in that establishment;

(c) whether it is done ordinarily through regular 
workmen in that establishment or an establish
ment similar thereto, and

(d) whether it is sufficient to employ considered'le 
number of whole-tine workmen.

Explanation: If a question arises whether any process or
operation or other work is of perennial nature, 
the decision of the appropriobo Government 
thereon shall ho final.

V

The above four criteria appear to have been based on the obs< r- 

vations of the Supreme Court in the case of the Standard 

Vacuum Refining Company of India Ltd., v/s their workmen 

(L.L.J. II of 1960 p. 233). In fairness, all those four 

conditions should be treated as conjunctive, that io, ■ H 

of Jjjjipm must bo satisfied for the abolition of contract

labour in any establishment. The Bill, however, scums t 

suggest that the existence of any single criterion in any 

establishment would be a sufficient reason for Govcrnru nt /

prohibit the employment of contract labour in that unit.

The Indian Labour Conference, at its 19th Session held in 

1961 at Bangalore, recommended the adoption of these four 

criteria, but there also, it appeared, the intention was G t 

all the- four criteria should bo conjunctively lull ilJ.cd.

Benefits for workers - Areas of cooperation:

There are certain statutory bon.;fi?s like canteen faci

lities , annual leave provisions, safety arrangements, etc.

In the implementation of provisions relating to those, the 

trade unions can play a useful role. The Factories Act 

provides that the State Government may make rules roquii is 

any specified factory to provide and maintain a. canteen f * 

the use of workers. The rules have' also to firovid,. fcm -■ 

constitution of Managing Committee for the canteen and repr-- 

sentation of workers in the management of the canteen. The
1

.. 7 ..
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workers on such Managing Commit tee would be, it is presum.w'1 , 

members of some union or the other.

The Act requires that the canteen sho.il be run on 

”no profit” basis. In fact, most industrial cm tee-no e,: k> 

substantial losses. When , however, the losses gu on i i-ei in 

enormously, as k in the present clays, some of the managements 

desire to revise the prices of the commodities sold in the 

mill canteens with a view to reducing the losses. This is 

a reasonable action on the part of the management. Experience-, 

however, shows that even this reasonable action is opposed by 

the unions.

On the question of discouraging absenteeism else, h’i< 

trade unions can play an important role by educating v/^rke-r.: 

on the necessity for avoiding abnormal absenteeism in any 

which helps none. Again, it may be possible for ,frhe unions t- 

work out a scheme whereby the leave allowable to workers in a 

unit is regulated in such a way that the unit has not to face 

abnormal absenteeism in any month. In fact, section 79(E) of 

the Factories act provides that, for the purpos . ef onsurin, 

continuity of work, the management, in agreement with the 

Works Committee or with the repr .sentativ"s of the workers, :?• 

frame a scheme whereby the grant of annual leave can be 

regulated. According to our information, no such scheme h s 

framed by any unit, obviously because it is not possible t < • 

without the active cooperation of trade unions.

In the matter of observing safety provisions also, th. 

trade unions can play an active part. This asp- cl, is Hi set .c

in Section II A regarding safety and h alth.

/p sn.



Section II A.,

SAFETY ANT) HEALTH

. V/e are of the opinion that, in order to secure 

reduction in the incidence of the accidents, vigorous 

and sustained efforts must be made at all levels .in the 

industry. Voluntary action must come from all concerned, 

namely, the management, machine planners, technicians, 

supervisors, labour unions, and the workers themselves. 

All have an important contribution to make, in that 

each of these can and should strive to make the factory 

a safer plo.ee to work. Safety is a matter of develop

ing (i) self-discipline in compliance with the regula

tions and (ii) standards of safe working conditions and 

of personal behaviour, which arc not amenable to 

control by statutory regulations.

The statistics relating to the number of 

industrial injuries in all factories and the correspond- 

ing number of injuries for textile factories are as 

follows:

Year
Fatal Injuries Hon-Fatal

In juri. es
Total
1n j uri e s

AT 1 
fact
ories

Textile 
Iacto
ri es

All ■ 
fac
tor
ies.

Textile
factor
ies.

All
facto
ri cs.

TextiJ. 
factor 
j 0 8 <

1956 278 55 128177 50093 128455 50148

1957 ‘ 346 — 151149 - 131495 -

1958 369 — 136031 - 136400 -

1959 541 55 141675 47844 142016 47899

1960 454 — 144549 - 145003 -

1961 474 — 159222 - 159696 -
1962 528 78 168755 62565 169283 62643
1963 496 78 184013 694 48 184509 69526

1964 626 96 188956 72376 189582 72472

1965 429 • 50 156666 64398 15709^- 64448

Uource - Indian Labour Statistics 1967)
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The statistics show prime facie that the number 

of industrial injuries has been increasing. Wc also 

give below the statistics of frequency rates of industrial 

injuries in all factories and also for textile factories:

Year

I'atal Injuries 
Frequency rate 
per 1 lakh
Hand ays wo rke d

Non-Fatal
Injuri es 
Frequency rate 
per 1 lakh 
Man-days 
worked.

Total Injuries 
Frequency rate 
per 1 lakh 
Man-days worker

All fac
to ries

Textile 
facto
ries .

Mil 
fact
ories.

Textile
factor
ies.

All 
fact
ories .

Toxtile 
factor
ies .

1956 0.03 O.ni 15.63 14.74 15.66 14.75
1957 0.04 - 14.42 - 14.46 -
1958 0.04 - 13.86 - 13.90 -
1959 0.03 0.02 13.84 13.97 13-87 13.99
I960 0.05 I 14.34 - 14.39 -
1961 , 0.05 - 16.13 -• 16.18 -
1962 0.05 0.02 16,22 17.40 16.27 17.42
1963 0.04 0.02 ‘16.57 18.57 16.61 18. [/)
1964 0.05 Q.03 16.43 18.67 16.48 18.70
1965 0.05 0.02 19.04 26.22 19.09 26.24

(Source - Indian Labour Statistics 1967)

So far as textile factories are concerned, it would appear 

that, though the frequency rate of fatal injuries is more 

or less constant, the frequency rate of non-fat; 1 injuries 

is on the- increase. The importance of making efforts to 

check rmd further reduce the frequency rate oi fat 1 as 

well as non-fatal injuries cannot, therefore, be over

emphasised. The main causes of accidents can be said to

be:

(1) Persons fslling;

(2) Lack of appreciation by the worker of 
the gravity of a hazard resulting in 
negligence on his part;

(3) Lock of sufficient skill to work the1
K* safe way;

(4) Improper or inadequate fencing of 
machinery;
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(5) Absent mindedness;
. (6) Haste or impatience;

(7) Overconfidence seen sometimes in nob 
using guards provided for the machine; 
or temptation to take chances;

(8) Laziness or lack of interest in the 
job.

The basic method of preventing accidents lies in 

making the working environments as safe ss possible by:

a) fencing the machinery properly;

b) training workers to act in a safe way 
while at work, and

c) acquainting them with .possible hazards of
♦ the machines.

The Textile Committee of the International Lab.m

Organisation, in its 7th Session (6th~17th May 1963)

adopted the-conclusions (f’o.4-8) concerning problems of

Apprenticeship, Vocational Training and Retraining in the

textile industry which, inter alia, stated that -

"The avoidance of accidents and health hazards 
should be emphasised in all schemes of tr-’lnlng , 
and workers should bo fully instructed cm 
safety and health measures".

"Before entering training for employment in the 
textile industry, young persons should be given 
a medical examination; such examinations should 
be carried out periodically throughout training 
to facilitate the identification of health 
factors which might ultimately have a bearing- 
on the employment of the trainee."

"In view of the increasing complexify of textile 
machinery and changes in the chemicals used in 
the process of manufacture, particular ittention 
should bo paid to safety and health by textile 
under takings. In. this connection textile 
machinery malt rs should incorporate the aximui.1 
safety devices in their products, and ch<mieal 
manufacturers should pay attention to health 
hazards for the purpose of preventing accidents 
and injury to health, as the case may be, 
particularly amongst trainees".

It is generally recognised that there are two 

main contributory causes-to an accident, namely, unsafe

• ct and unsafe condition. One method of preventing 

unsafe acts is to train the employees in the prop* r use
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of tools and equipments. Gimil rly, to eliminate

unsafe conditions, supervisors are required to be- trad red 

to establish and maintain safe working environment. In 

other words, safety necessitates training of personnel ati
all levels in the proper work techniques and practices.

This work ol training the new entrants, an. well n

conducting refresher courses for those who are already in 

employment, should be undertaken by Government or the- 

Employees' State Insurance Scheme or it can be entrusted 

to voluntary organisations with suitable subsidies from 

Government. The labour unions, too, can conduct such 

courses for workers. The Industrial Conditions Enquiry 

Committee (Bombay State) also emphasised in this regard 

the need for voluntary organisations which could work in 

close co-operation with Factory inspectorate.

Aperienco in cth;r countries has shown th- t much 

can be.‘achieved if non-official agencies develop their 

activities to educate employers and workers alike in 

their need to ensure health, hygine find safety in factor

ies. In Great Britain, it is the Royal Society for
which carries on the propaganda regarding 

Provention of Accidents/by publishing posters and 
the piivention of accidents
bulle tins whi ch have been of great value to Gov- crimen t 

Factory Inspectorate and to employers.

The need to establish a non-official agency to 

promote industrial safety in factories was felt oy th- 

former Government of Bombay as early as 1954. The 

State Government, with the active co-operation of the 

Bombay Fillowners’ Association and other industrial 

organise.tions, set up "The Council of Industrial Safot./" 

and also gave it financial assistance to launch upon 

its activities. It appears that this is the only-non

official agency in the country which is doing useful 

work in the matter of industrial safety in factories.
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The Government of India had convened in December
ft.

1965 ,y’’The. President ’ s Conference on Industrial Safety’1 

in which, among ocher subjects, the need for setting up 

a National Safety.Council was stressed. accord i a/-. I ,y , Ui
j

Government o1' India have constituted the National Saf-.ly 

Council, under the Chairmanship of Shri Naval II. T- La,

We hope that, with the establishment of this Council the 

subject of industrial safety would get momentum and the 

performance of the country in terms of the statistics 

quoted earlier would show great improvement.

The Safety Committees can also play an important 

role in the matter'of prevention of accidents. Some < I 

the cotton textile units have alr< ady set up such 

Committees which consist ol representatives.of man? 

and workers. In the matter of formation of such 

Committees, as well as in their proper functioning, the 

labour unions can take active part. These Committees 

can suggest ways and ne ans of improving safety hx-.yuns 

at plant level. Even workers making valuable- sup -(.ntio» 

are rewarded suitably. Incidentally, the Government ci 

India have also framed a scheme giving safety aw- r<is i,o 

factories, as well as individual workers, every year 

for their noteworthy performance in the mattei' -?f 

industrial safety.

The provisions of the Factories Act, 1961, in th 

matter of safety are quite elaborate. How elaborate 

they are can be shown by an illustration. Section 21 

of the Factories Act provides that, the machinery refer

red to therein "shall be securely fenced by safeguard;; 

of substantial construction which shall bq kept in 

position while the parts of machinery they are fencing 

are in motion or in use".
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The State Governments have also been given powers 

to prescribe by rules such further precautions as they 

may consider necessary in respect of any particular 

machinery or pert thereof, for securing the safety of 

workers. In exercise of these powers, the State Government 

have framed rules specially for cotton textile factories, 

requiring them to provide safeguards for various types of 

machinery obtaining in the. industry. Also, if, in any 

mill, the existing safeguards were not considered suffi

cient by the Factory Inspectorate, the Inspectorate has 

discretionary powers to suggest additional safeguards to 

be provided by the mill. Similarly, detailed provisions 

exist in the Act and/or rules regarding working; on or near 

the machinery in motion, casing of new machinery, hoists 

and lifts, revolving machinery, pressure plants, precau-
I

tions against dangerous fumes, explosive or inflammable 

dust, gas, etc. It does not, therefore, seem necessary 

to make any amendments to the existing provisions of the 

Factories Act. With the proper training of new (it r-nte., 

refresher courses Cor workers already employed as well as 

the supervisory personnel, and the proper implementation 

of the existing provisions of the legislation, the 

accident rate could be expected to go down substantially.

The nature of working in the cotton mill industry 

is, however, such that there is no need for installing 

safety equipment of an elaborate nature. But tlr r* are 

areas where simple protective measures have to be 'iif'orcd, 

Thus, world, rs are required to be provided with oucli 

articles as goggles, rubber gloves, breathing masks, etc., 

when they have to hendle corrosive substances like acids, 
dyes, etc., in the dye department, or have to work in a 

department where too much fluff and dust are flying in the

............ 7.
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workroom - ns in the willow deportment - or whore

dangerous particles of no Cals, etc., are flying "b ut - 

for example on a grinding machine. Unfortunately, it is 

the experience of mill-management that, inspito of provi

ding such articles, the workers are not very much inclined 

to make their full use and suffer the consequences. 

Pressure from departmental heads for the compulsory use 

of such articles is resented by workers. In this respect, 

the trade unions can be helpful by educating the workers i 

the imperative need for scrupulously following safety 

precautions.

The need for an Industrial Health Service at the 

Place of employe,ent was indicated in the report of the 

Joint W.H.O./I.L.O. Regional Conf erence on Industrial 

and Occupational Health held at Calcutta in November 195th 

In this country, the Employees’ State Insurance oeh-j.ie 

already provides for curative treatment to the wort ro. 

covar^d by the Scheme. I,t is, however, necessary to pay 

equal attention or perhaps more to the preventive aspect 

of the medical aid. The aim of an Industrial Health

Service is to maintain an industrial worker in his 

optimum health. Any such preventive treatment should 

cover pro-employment medical, examination, periodical,

nd follow up exmaina lion during the employment >'Ud .'•loo 
specific examinations wherever necessary. It would be 

more suitable if only one agency looks after both the 

preventive and curative medical treatment of a worker.

As the curative treatment is being given by the Employees 

State Insurance Scheme which, incidentally has got good 

finances, -we feel th t the preventive aspect of the 

medical aid should also be handled under the Kmp l eyres’

State Insurance Scheme.
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So far as the occupational diseases arc 

concerned , it is necessary to give special, attention to 

both the preventive and curative medical aid. The 

periodical medical check up of workers io extremely 

essential here, because many occupational diseases t kc 

months or even years for their development. Their how 

development le ads to their non-recognition in the curly 

stages and this is really harmful to a worker. It may 

also be necessary to take pathological tests periodically 

of such workers. Hero again, as the Employee's State 

Insurance Scheme has been looking after the- curative 

aspect of the medical aid, wo suggest tha.t it can ol so 

arrange foi’ the preventive measures for the purpose.

............ 0.............

/brk.



Section TII

O

Trade Unions and Employers' Organisations 
U

Establishmc nt of bmp 1 oyers1 _ Organisations:

Eco ionic planning and expansion in industrial and

economic activity, as well as the strengthening of democratic 

apparatus in the country, gave a strong impetus for the 

strengthening and expansion of employers’ organisations, frr 

these bodies were useful in placing before Government the 

industries' points of view on the plans for economic develop

ment and on the various oontrols devised for regulating the 

progress of industries, as well as for the marketing and 

pricing of their products. Another important factor thot 

led to this result was the enactment of a series of' labour 

legislation in quick succession, especially in the first; f'.vz 

post-indopendoncc years. The need for making their unit .d 

voice felt in moulding their relations with labour and in 

the various consultative and tripartite bodies appointed by 

Government and the periodical meetings of these bodies for 

evolving an agreed pattern of industrial relations based on 

mutual understanding of employers and employees also engendered 

among the employers a keener appreciation of organ is J ng tfiem- 

s olv e s.. in to as so c ia t ions.

This getting together of employers has on the whole been 

beneficial to the society, in general, and to the growth 

of trade union movement, in particular, as it has led to a 

greater sense of responsibillty and discipline among the em

ployers and recognition of the value of healthy trade unions 

as a prerequisite for cordial relations vzith workers.

Growth of Registered Trade Unions;

Tho period commencing from Ind oponden.ee v/i bnossod U■, 

rapid growth of registered trade unions in the country, I r 

registration of a union under the Indian Trade Unions no*,, 

all that .the workers are required to do is to fern a union 

consisting of not loss than 7 persons and apply to the

oponden.ee
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Registrar of Trade Unions for registration. Naturally, the 

number of registered trade unions has been on the increase 

in the recent past. In the year 1947-48, te~ number if regis

tered trade unions was 3766; by the year 1964-65, this nunber 

had risen to 12,801. He/ever, the average membership per union 

has shown a decline during recent years. The statistics shewing 

the increase in the number of unions and the fall in the 

average membership pejr union since Independence are given in 

the following table:

Statement showing the nunber of Trade Unions on Register 
(both Employers’ and Workers’) in India, Unions submitting 
returns, Total Membership in Unions submitting r ,turns and 
Average membership per Union for the years 1947-48 to

1964-65.

fear Registered Trade 
Unions

No. of Unions 
submitting 
returns ,

Total member
ship of Unions 
submitting re

turns

Av.no 
ship 
union 
m j. t;1 i
__ lur
Num
ber

; (har
per 

. sub- 
ng re—
ne_____
Lri'l ■. z 
(1947- 
48 = 
100)

Number Index 
(1947-48 

= 100)

Nui ib or Index
(.1947-48

= 100)

Number
(in
thou
sands)

Index 
(1947-48 
= 100)

•1947-48 ,2766 100.0 1620 100.0 1663 100.0 1027 100.0
1048-49 3150 113.9 1848 114.1 I960 117.9 1061 103.3
1949-50 3522 127.3 1919 118.5 1821 109.5 941 92.4
1950-51 • 3766 136.2 2002 125.6 1757 105.7 878 85.5
1951-52 4623 167.1 2556 157.8 1996 120.0 781 76.0
1952-53 4934 178.4. 2718 167.8 2099 126.2 772 75.2
1953-54 6029 218.0 3295 203.4 2113 127.1 641 62.4
1954-55 6658 240.7 3545 218.8 2170 130.5 612 59.6
1955-56 8095 292.7 4007 247.3 2275 136.8 568 55.3
1356-57 8553 309.2 4399 271.5 2377 142.9 540 5?
1957-58 10045 363.2 5520 340.7 3015 181.3 54 6 (
1958-59 10228 369.8 6040 372.8 3647 219.3 604 5> ■. 8
1959-60 10811 390.9 6588 406.7 3923 235.9 596 ‘>8.0
1960-61 11312 409.0 6813 420.6 4013 241 .3 589 57.4
1961-62 11614 419.9 7087 437.5 3977 239.1 561 54.6
1962-63 11817 427.2 7246 447.-3 3681 221 .3 508 4 .5
1963-64 11971 432.8 7245 447.2 3976 239.1 549 55.5
1964-65 
' (Pi 12801 462.8 5980 369.1 3654 >219.7 611 5 9.5

(P) Figures for the year 1964-65 are provisional.

(Source: Indian Labour Statistics and Indian Labour Year book)

We are of the opinion that mushrooming of tr ado uni ons

is hantfuL to ind u s t r i al p <; a c e. 1'rom thii3 angle, z/e i'e.t. ta t

the minimum number of workers required for regia’, rat ion , . r *■ t

trade union, should be raised to a higher level.. J'hr a. a ■ < n
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employing more than 100 persons we suggest that the minimum 

number of membership for registration should be 30 or 10%, 

whichever is higher.

The year 1947, saw the formation - of the Indium National. 

Trade Union Congress, Within a year or so, it was recognised 

as the most representative organisation of Indian workers. The 

lead given by the Congress Party of organising unions within

<• the political party was soon followed by the other political 

parties. The Socialist Party established, in 1948, the Hind 

Mazdeor Sabha and the radical party set up, in 1949, the United 

Trade Union Congress. Another important union, viz., tin I I 

India Trade Union Congress is associate with the Co munis I, 

Party of India. Apart from t tie so four cent: ml organisations of 

workers, there are many unions and some federations of unions

■ also, which are not affiliated to any central body.

Role of Trade Unions/ 13mpl oyers ’ Organisat ions :

We consider that the earning of profits is basic to the 

development and expansion of industrial ; c t iv i I; i os . Tho indus
trial relations policy must, therefore, aim at maximising pro

duction and productivity, establishment and maintenance of’ 

industrial peace, ensuring at the sane tine improvement o.f ttr 

standard of living of the industrial workers. In this res — .eh, 

the Fist P:vo Year Plan observed on page 582;

” The trade unions have to assume increased respon
sibility for tho success of thj productive effort.
The whole economic health of the country depends 
upon rnnidly increasing the productivity of Labour.
Such increases will largely depend on improved con
ditions of work and improved method "nd machinery.
It will also greatly depend upon the utmost partici
pation by the masses of workers in speeding up and

. , improving production and that improvement can bos*
be effected through modern trade union org-nis.atiors”.

■/. ' No doubt, this generally pre-sue poses good and safe working

conditions in factories and a fair day’s wage for a fair da;'a 

work to the workers. The•employers would endeavour to prov'.r



those conditions and also the right of workers to form an 

association for collective bargaining, etc. The trade unions, 

on the other hand, should educate the workers to shuldor their 

responsibilities in the nsotter of acceptance of fair workloacs, 

observance of discipline, maintenance of industrial peace ano 

ensuring efficiency. The trade unions should have a progres

sive cutlook in the- natter of rationalisation, automation,

etc., The following observations made on page 255 of the 

Third Five Year Plan is relevant in this context:

” There is need for a‘considerable re-adaptation 
in the outlook, functions, and practices of trade 
unions to.su.it the conditions which have arisen 
and are emerging. They have to be accepted as an 
essential part of the apparatus of industrial and 
economic administration of the country and should 
be prepared for the discharge of the responsibili
ties which attach bo this position”.

The relationship of employers with the Government will he

that o >’ active participation in the various Consultative and 
of

Advisory Bodies and/co-operation in the implementation of 

policies that might bo evolved .by such joint bodies. As 

stated in the First Five Year Plan, the passing of the 

Industrial Truce Resolution in December 104-7, wh,r< by Poth 

employers and workers agreed to re f ro in from resort iw bo 

lock-outs, strikes, and slow down tactics, tiio establishment 

in 1948 of Industrial Committees for important industries on n 

tripartite basis, the setting up of the Works Committees 

under the Industrial Disputes Act, the co-opting of labour 

representatives on the Development Committee where labour 

matters are discussed, the constitution of Joint Consultative 

Board on bipartite basis and the establishment of Central 

Industries Advisory Council on which employers and v/orke-rn nro 

represented along with other interests, are some of blio ins

tances of such co-operation from the employers.

It can be said, generally, that employers in the cotton

.. 5 ..

to.su.it
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tpxtilo industry have made all efforts to implement the deci- 

sions/rccommendations of such joint bodies.

T.nd us tri1 il Disputes". ,

We feel that by far the best method of settling industrial 

disputes is that of collective bargaining. This, however, pre

supposes a strong and representative trade union in every 

undertaking or industry which alone should have the bargaining 

power. As regards compulsory arbitration, wo agree with the 

following observation of the Bombay Industrial Disputes 

Committee (1921):

" No outside agency and in particular the agency of 
the State should bo used until all other moans have 
boon employed or unless it is invited by one or 
the other party to the dispute or unless the 
situation is such that peace-,- order and good Govern
ment are prejudiced”.

Recognitions of Unions:

One can say that the present leadership of the all-Indjo. 

organisations of workers is dominated by pel.iti ci ans and no t; 

the working class. The result is that the worker-combers of

he organisations are divided on political lines. This l.mids 

to multiplicity of unions -nd inter-union rivalry. The manage

ment is thus required to face more than one union at th. plant 

level. This causes a hindrance in the production progra u.io 

of the plant. It is these inter-union and intra union rivalries 

which have been responsible for many of the strikes. The exis

ting legal framework appears to encourage such rivalries. ,/o 

have already referred to the provisions of the Indian True j 

Unions Aot which allow registration even of snail unions within 

an undertaking. The Industrial Disputes Act empowers evuil Si.ioh 

small unions to raise demands which the Conciliation Officer 

can take up for conciliation. We would suggest that ouch statu

tory privileges be granted only to responsible and strong niionn 

which con really deliver the goods. Tho difficult,;/ arises o',

one has to judge tlv.-csayaoi ty end competence of a an ion to •

nnndn. .. g ..
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We feel that the only rational method of ascertaining 

the representative character of a union is on the brsis on 

union membership. The union having the highest membership 

should be considered as the representative union.

We are of the opinion that it is necessary to give statu

tory recognition to t he Code of Discipline in industry which 

provides for the recognition of a union to deal with the dis

putes at a plant level. The Bombay Industrial Relations Act 

and similar Stace Legislations in Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh 

provide for recognition of an industry-wise union. The previ

sions in the State legislations on this subject are very speci

fic. We suggest that in the matter of recognition under the 

Code of Discipline also similar specific provisions be made.

The following criteria might be considered for the our ,ose of 

such recognition:-

(1) A union applying for recognition must Iww. be< ri 
functioning for a minimum period of, say, one ye-'.r;

(2) During the period of its existence, it must neb 
have resorted to strikes, hartals, or other 
unconstitutional methods;

(3) It must have a minimum membership of, cay, 30$.
If there are two or more unions with 30$ of 
membership, the union with the largest membership 
shall have the right^recognition.

Further, the union which is not recognised should not h v-; 

any right of dealing with grievances of workers. The ri his 

yvhich can be given to the rocognised unions may b< simil'm 

to the rights provided for in‘the State legislations. They .'.re.

(i) Raising of industrial disputes and entering 

into settlements and agreements on behalf of the 
employees;

(ii) Collection of sums payable by members on the 
premises where wages are paid;

(iii) Butting up notice boards on tlie premio^n of 
undertakings and affixing notices ijnmf-on;



(iv) . For prevention or settlement of an industrial
disputes:
(a) ' To hold discussions on the premises of the

undertaking with the employees concerned;

(b) To meet and discuss with the employer the 
grievances of enployoes;

(c) To inspect, if necessary, any place wh<.re 
employees are employed in the undertaking.

(v) Nominating representatives on Production 
Committees, Canteen Committees, Works Coiinittoo etc.

Office-hearers of Trade Unions:

.One of the inherent drawbacks of the trade union neve, tent 

in India .is the presence of ’’outsiders" who direct the destiny .t 

the union in which, in most cases, they have no interest.

Almost all trade unions in the country are led by persons win, 

do not possess any background of the industry. These outs io • 

are mostly middle-class intellectuals. We refer to the Pol levy

ing observation made in para 5 on page 572 in the Second Five 

Year Plan;

”It is often suggested that dependence of unions on out
siders as their executives is one of the many causes

of unhealthy riv; Iries in the labour movement. While 
this suggestion is not entirely without foundation, it 
must be recognise; that outsiders have played a notable 
part in building up i**1® trade union movement; in the.
O 'unt.ry. But for their association, the riovu.e at would 
nt have reached even its present dimensions and 
strength. A distinction needs'to bo drawn hero between 
outsiders who are whole-time trade union workers and 
those who look upon union work only as a part of tie ir 
activities. There is still need for devoted w, rlers 
of the first kind in the trade union organisation and 
the right of unions to elect such persons to tin.tr 
Executives should not be interfered with. Even Vo 
unions need to realise that undue dependence in any wo 
net le.'.l oiu i ng to the ranks of industrial v/'.jjk* mum. mz 
necessarily affect the capacity of workers to organ:..': .
themselves. It is interesting to note, however, tmg 
recentiy, the number of outsiders managing tin trr/m 
unions has shown a decline. This trend deserves t- be 

encouraged’1.
a



The outsiders generally occupy various key posts in the 

Trade Union executive, like President, General Secretary,

Treasurer, etc. This is true of even well-developed and 

stable unions. The General Secretary is usually a full-time 

key official who really runs the union from day-to-day, Hovz- 

ever, the majority of office bearers is composed of outsi ers.

It is true that, as observed in the Second Five Year Plan,

outsiders have played a notable role in the building up of t

the trade union movement in this country. It is, however,

to be remembered that those outsiders are associated with

more than one union simultaneously. Some times, such extremes

aro reached that a person may be a President of more than one

union, being a national leader of considerable status.

Obviously, he'will not bo able to contribute much to the work 

of any of the said unions. Mow that tlie trade union novoi .n t 

has attained stability,we fool that the influence of <.utsj/'1 ,rn 

will have to be kept to the minimum.

It would be relevant here to refer to the Workers'

.Education Scheme which is trying to develop industrial 

workers to become trained trade union leaders. The scheme 

has been in operation for about ten years and it nay not, 

therefore, be difficult for the unions concerned to find 

sufficient trained workers from within the- industry to take

over their leadership.
/ •

On the question as to who should be considered as an 

"outsider", we would suggest that.any person other thu a 

full-time worker of a union shall be considered to be m 

"outsider”.

/ psn
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Section l'V,

Industrial delations

Gorks Committees: Works Committees have not been conspicuously 

successful. Subjects to be dealt with by them should clearly 

bo del i nod and demarcated in the Indus ti'lal -disputes 'mt,

In establishments where a union has been recognised as the 

sole, bargaining agent, the Union should be ’given the right to 

nominate representatives of the >'*orks Committees. Where a 

recognised union does not exist, it is a matter for considerate 

if any useful purpose would be served by having Works Committer 

Workers' Participation in Management and employee Share-holding

Schemes like workers' participation in mam.; ement and 

employee share-holding are neither feasible nor necessary to 

provide a voice to the workers in the running of the estab)Lsh- 

rnent. collective bargaining, if properly developed, would 

itself constitute a substantial advance towards affording 

workers the necessary participation. It is also appropriate 

chat workers should not get any special rights in establish

ments merely because they become share-holders. ^bey should 

have no more or no less rights than other? share-holders. 

Conciliation and Mediation: Where industry and labour are 

unable to evolve mutually agreed procedures through the 

process of collective bargaining, the law now provides for 

the resolution of differences by various methods such as 

negotiation, mediation/conciliation, voluntary arbitration

and adjudication. While direct negotiations must remain as 

the first step, conciliation as at present prescribed under 

the statute, is neither effective nor useful. .11. would, 

therefore, be advisable to introduce a scheme of medin b i ■ >n. 

Such mediation should be by a private or public f-gency, 

which should be independent of Government and composed of 

individuals of mature experience, who are familiar with 

human n,>'! industrial relations and who are imbued with a
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, spirit of public service.

a suggestion that we would like to make in this context

is that every atate, and preferably every major industrial 

region, should have standing tripartite boards for specified 

major industries. Disputes not se tied within a prescribed

:period should*: automatically go to these boards for mediation 

• ' and they should try to achieve a settlement between the

parties. During the pendency of the mattei’ before such tri

partite boards, no party should be allowed to take recourse 

to lock-outs, strikes or tactics such as go-slow, denationali

sation of working etc. which hamper the smooth functioning of 

the industry. If the Tripartite board fails to bring about a 

settlement, the dispute should then be referred for compulsory 

adjudication.

Voluntary Arbitration: Voluntary arbitration is one of the 

important modes of settling disputes and strengthening the 

collective bargaining process, tor its success, it is essential 

that standing panels of suitably qualified independent arbitra

tors should be established and they should be assured of adequate 

remuneration and status. The question of expenses of arbitration 

should be left to the decision of the arbitrators. The pro

visions of the Indian Arbitration Act should ap-ly bo these 

nr bitrniions.

Adjudication: The futui’e shape of industrial relations should 

be based on collective bargaining. The Government should be 

prevented from interfering in those cases where a recognised 

union and the employer have established sound relationship
ft .

and procedure for the settlement of their differences, Ilever- 

theless, it is necessary to leave to Government residual power 

to intervene, after the collective bargainir. ? process is

exhausted.



The Scheme outlined above is applicable to cases where 

collective bargaining has been adopted and has taken root as 

a result of the establishment Of proper bargaining agents, 

which have been granted recognition and which rualin< the 

rights and obligations which flow from such a recognition. In 

spheres where collective bargaining has not been developed, the 

existing provisions of the law regarding the settlement of dis

putes by conciliation, arbitration and'adjudicatirn ^ould oontinue 

to play.

Industrial Tribunals have been awarding leave, holidays and 

other benefits to workers, over and above those laid down 'in the 

relevant legislation. Ve consider that no changes in these 

matters covered by statutes should bo permissible except through 

an amendment of the legislation.

Adjudication authorities; The authority for appointing members of 

Industrial Tribunals and Labour Courts should vest v.ith the high 

Courts. Judges of industrial tribunals should be of the st- bus 

of High Court judges and the judges of Labour Courts should be cf 

the status of district judges. Moreover, Labour Courts shtuld 

function under the judiciary and not under the executive. To t’ <■ 

question whether conciliators should be named arbitra i.nru .in

disputes handled by their colleagues, our answer is in the
*

negative.

Labour Appellate Tribunal: The Labour Appellate Tribunal should 

be revived and given jurisdiction-over the decisions of all 

Labour Courts and Industrial Tribunals functioning in difior-at 

parts of the country, so that appeals can be quickly decided 

and uniformity in labour practices ensured.

Tripartite Ior ums - The Indian Labour Conference is the most 
important tripartite consult olive forum. This forum 'n s don- 

useful work in the direction of laying down guidelines for tic-r- 

by all the three bodies, vis., Government, Employers and '-orkers,
*
represented on it. It is essential that this triparti.' • boa;,

should continue to function in the future with mom v.igaur.
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Standing Orders: Standing orders should not provide for 

«matters which are covered by legislative provisions, but

should deal only with conditions of work.



Section V:

WagesC-eneral : — —

One of the important considerations of wage policy should 

be to keep the wages of industrial workers in line with changes 

in the national per capita income. Increases in wages of a 

limited sector of the economy, viz., organised labour, with

out regard to its impact on wages and incomes of other sectors, 

unorganised as well as agricultural labour, has created com

plications. The National Commission must consider what the 

relationship should be between the wages of industrial

workers, other workers and particularly wages of agriculture! 
National

labour as well as the^/income. The wages of industrial workers 

cannot be considered in isolation.

Minimum wagg' *'

Our view is that minimum wages should be fixed taking 

into account the total wage packet. It is not possible' to 

fix a national minimum, but there will have to be regional 

minima, the regions being demarcated by considerations of 

commodity price levels and other related aspects. With the 

division of the country in food zones, restrictions on rwr- 

raent of commodities, prevalence of rationing, in certain areas 

etc., the price structure varies significantly from region to 

region and it is not therefore possible to have a national 

minimum wage.

The minimum wage - whether as subsistence or subsisterce 

plus wage - should be worked out for various regions by an 

independent body of experts, and the computation of? tin- mini

mum wage should not be left to the decision of the tribunals 

or other wage fixing authorities. The experts having; fixed 

the minimum wage of the Fair Wage Committee’s concept or any 

other concept, it will be for the tribunals or the wage 

fixing authorities to give consideration to other factors 

like the capacity of the industry to pay, (.he skills, th*

.. 2 . .
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the hazards and so on, and to decide what the minimum v/age ,
I

or the wage structure, should be for the industry or the 

undertaking in question. ' ’

a • Dearness Allowance

The basic purpose of D. A. ; ^e have already nut forward

our views regarding the manner in which regional minima should 

be fixed. A part of the wages so fixed will represent the 

basic wages and the balanee the dearness allowance. The basic, 

purpose of dearness allowance, as the Gajendragadkar Com

mission has pointed out is to mitigatethe hardship of the 

employees in the lower pay ranges in the event of an a.pprorj- 

able ri.se in prices.

Neutralisation

So far as the textile industry is concerned, the level 
centres /regions in relation to the price level of different 
of the basic wage has been fixed in different/periods such es 

1959> 1951 and 1960. Neutralisation percentage assumes 

different significance when applied to basic wages fixed in 

relation to different periods and it is not possible for us 

to mention any particular figure as the percentage upto which 

neutralisation should be permitted*

We, however, subscribe to the view that the percentage 

of neutralisation should taper off for higher income groups, 

according to the principles followed by the Gajendragadkar 

Commission. The higher income groups should receive a sub

stantially lower compensation for the rise in prices.

Ceiling, on D. A. : There should be a limit on the max _

mum amount of dearness allowance that should be paid to ary 

employee. If a system of dearness allowance is evolved based, 

on the principles set out by the Gajendragadkar Commissi or, 

it would follow that there would be a ceiling on the qu.ontur

of D. A.
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Frequency of Adjustment; The present practice in the 

textile industry of adjusting D.A. every month should he 

abandoned. D.A. should be adjusted every year on the average 

consumer price index figure for the preceding twelve months.

It is desirable to take the average index figure of the 

industrial centre concerned as the basis. The existing 

practice of computing D.A. on the basis of the all-India in

dex may, however, be continued in the case of industries wh 'j rl 

have been following such a practice in the past.
■

V.'ages/D.A. in kind : The scheme of paying d< arnern 

allowance/wages in kind is not desirable, in view of? *i'o 

practical difficulties of implementing schemes of this
f I

nature.

Pringe Benefits

Certain benefits are available to workers under di.ffe.r u. 

statutes, such as the Factories Act (canteen), Employee '

.State Insurance Act (medical benefit), Maternity benefits Act 

etc. Furthermore, a number of employers have voluntarily- 

undertaken various other welfare activities, such os the nrc- 

vision of subsidised housing, medical benefits, education, <•-- 

cessional supply of articles etc. ’-here any or some of the:

U benefits, whether statutory or non-atatutory, go directly to

reduce the expenditure of a worker on items of expenditure 

which are taken into account for the calculation of the mini

mum plus or fair wage, they must noceeearily be t.’il'en in’o 

account in fixing the actual wage payable.
-

V'age Differentials

The existing wage structure is the result cf histori-isl 

development and haphazard growth. The only effective v/\y < f 

rationalising the present differentials is to study the pre

sent wage-payment system, occupation by occupation, and ' "< ? 

differentials or the basis of a system of scientific job

The biggest impediment in the development of a 

,vir in the
evaluation.
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scientific wage differentials between occupations is the pay

ment of dearness allowance at a flat rate to all employees.

It may not be possible immediately to overcome this 

difficulty.

Methods of wage fixation

Wage Boards: Our experience is that the appointment 

of wage boards does not result in bringing peace on the wage 

front; demands for increase in wages, dearness allowance, 

adjustment of wage differentials and so on continue to be 

made and agitated in the various available forums like 

the industrial tribunals. We also feel that in an industry 

like the textile industry spread all over the country, 

where the conditions of machinery, work methods, customs 

and usages vary widely from region to region, it becomes 

extremely difficult for a National Wage Board to tackle 

the question of proper and scientific wage fixation 

to suit the widely differing conditions of the mills, as 

well as the widely differing economic conditions of 

different regions.

In any case, where Wage Boards are appointed, any 

recommendations of the Wore Board which arc riot unanimous 

should not be statutorily imposed. If the wage board does 

not succeed in arriving at a unanimous report, further 

consideration requires^to be given asto how the points of 

disagreement should be resolved.

Bonus

It is unfortunate that the Bonus Act has stipulated a 
guaranteed payment of. 4% of basic wages and dearness al tov/anoe, 
even when an establishment has incurred a loss. Tills is a has'. « 
contradiction of the concept of profit sharing. In our view/* 
compulsory payment of minimum bonus is nothing but nn unnusj 
addition to the wage..

.. 5 ..



An regards the rule of return on paid up cnpitnl 

and reserves, we consider that it should not he fixed 

at an arbitrary figure, hut should he fixed in relation 

to the hank rate. It should also he clearly laid dov.n 

that the tax rehate on the amount paid as bonus should 

he made available to the industry for purpose of 

reserves, rehabilitation, modernisation, a proper re

turn to the shareholder etc.



Section VI

Incentives uchcintfland j * no due bi vi ty 

The need for higher productivity in the’**tton mill

industry lias never been more urgent and important than it 

is today. Vith the ever increasing wage hill, increased 

social security benefits, rising costs of raw materials, 

stores, high taxes and stagnant market conditions, the 

urgent need of the hour is higher output per man hour. In 

the context of our drive to increase export earnings, it .is 

absolutely necessary that the industry should be given 

every opportunity to attain competitive ability.

bo far as the cotton mill industry is concerned, the 

piece-rate system of payment has been introduced in as many 

occupations as is possible. Some occupations like those 

in the folding, dyeing, printing and ring spinning depart

ments might also be converted into piece-rates; but such 

a change-over is hardly likely to raise productivity and 

is not worth the complications involved in establishing n 

piece-rate system lor such occupations. In other words, 

there is li‘ttle that can be done, so far as the cotton mill 

industry is concerned, by way of changing the time-rate 

system to the piece-rate system so as to provide incentive 

for higher productivity.

On the other hand, there is a lot that •an be don/ 

in the cotton mill industry by way of allocation of more 

units of machinery per worker without raising tin vorklo.-ds 

beyond the pex’missible limits. It may be stated here that 

conditions of work in the cotton mill industry have been 

improving because of installation of modem machines, use ot 

superior raw' materials and implementation of lactory 

Regulations. The survey of workloads undertaken in 1956 

in some of the important occupations, such as ring sick r, 

doffer gaiters in the ring opining frame, and weavers fin
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tlir ordinary looms which together account lor over d1% of

the entire labour force, revealed that 95.4% of operatives

were underloaded, 1.2% normally loaded and 3.4% overloaded.

This clearly shows the tremendous s«ope for introducing higher 

workloads within the permissible limits which would not only 

increase the earnings of workers but also reduce the cost t

of production.

It may be mentioned that the wage system prevailing 

in the cotton mill industry provides for higher wages v.hori 

a worker looks after a larger number of machines. The fa' t 

that in certain centres and in certain mills it has been

possible to adopt rationalisation with the willing co

operation of workers goes to show that the incentive

provided in the wage system for rationalised methods of

working is sufficiently attractive. It is the industry's *

view that non-acceptance of rationalisation in h)n r<’Tnn'ning

centres or remaining mills, as the case may be, is primar.i I 7

due to the resistance oi the unions. The first L o.g.e no. ■ ’<]

of the Cotton Textile Industry had unanimously recommended 

adoption of rationalised methods of working throughout the 

industry, but this has failed to make any significant impact 

on trad.e unions. The industry’s experience has been that, 

when it comes to taking actual steps for introducing this 

reform, the unions' representatives do not show the- same 

enthusiasm they exhibited in subscribing to the unanimous 

recommendations of the Vage Board.

The Cotton mill industry, therefore, recommends that 

the unions should be made to agree to accept a practicable 

machinery, bipartite or tripartite in nature, which; can , 

on-the-spot decisions as to whether a mill which Propose? 

rationalisation in any of its departments has provided the 

necessary vorking conditions and other requisite' .1 actor:;.
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a ' .

Gains of productivity^

' It is not possible to allocate the gains <>J' pro-
I

’* ductivity to different factors of production since the

increase is the result of interaction of many factors. It 

is the industry’s contention that the increase in producti

vity is mainly due to the installation of new machines and 

the use of superior cotton. The price of raw materials and 

the realisation of the finished products fluctuate so 

widely, and with such rapidity that it is impossible bo

* correlate the changes in productivity with changes in 

profitability.

hence i b is necessary to adopt rough and rend;/
«

yardstick bo decide the quantum oi wage increase that should 

be given for any degree of rationalisation that is adopted. 

This has already been done in the wage structure that is 

prevalent in the cotton mill industry.

• Suggestion Scheme:

Suggestion Schemes may be given a fair trial.

Absenteeism and earnings

Our experience in that higher earnings have nob

always given rise to better efficiency or more satisfaction 

to labour. It is our view that labour will have a strong 

urge for improving their earnings, if they generate a desire 

for utilising their higher earnings in the following 

directions;-
* !

1) getting freedom .from indebtedness.;

2) improving, the st-.mdard of food , clothing 
and housing;

3) possession of durable consumer articles 
like bicycles and radios;

4) increased saving and investment.

.. - ..........4
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for want of such motivation, it is found that those 

workers whose earnings are in excess of what is redded bo 

maintain the standard of living to which they are accustomed 

tend to fritter away their surplus earnings in various ways 

or bring down their earnings to their needs by resorting to 

absenteeism.

Gp_ 5 bow tactics, etc:

In our view, go-slow, work-to-rule, and union’s ban 

on overtime are all coercive measures and resort to such 

tactics should be banned in the interest of productivity.

They have a bad effect not only on efforts for improving 

productivity but also on th.e entire gamut of employer- 

employee relationship.

Retrenchment and rationalisation•

be have earlier stressed the paramount importance

of the role ol rationalisation in improving productivity 

so far as the cotton mill industry is concerned.

As regards the recommendations of the 15th session 

of Indian Labour'Conference, we consider it impracticable 

to insist on ’no retrenchment’ of existing employees, ’bile 

every effort should, he made to provide suitable alternative 

jobs to the surplus employees, even by starting more shills 

where scope exists for doing so, a ban on retrenchment for1 

bringing about rationalisation wi LI prove a greab impedL- 

ment to rationalisation and modernisation of cob bon mill 

industry. Rationalisation should be allowed to be intro

duced on payment of retrenchment compensation to surplus 

workers as required under the statute.

Ve, however, whole-heartedly agree that there shi’ihd

be a proper assessment of workload by an expert study.
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Automation:

Automation is a-must so far.as the cotton mill 

industry iB concerned. • In the rest of the world, the

industry has changed its character from labour intensive to 

capital intensive and, apart from labour saving bo which 

automation leads, it results in a remarkable improvement 

in quality and also a reduction in costs. If similar 

measures are not adopted in India, we shall remain as far 

behind the rest of the world as the handlooms- are behind 

tiie mill industry. The cotton mill industry has to compote 

in international markets for its export, and we have readied 

a stage when it is impossible to compete in the export 

markets with out high costs, obsolete methods of v.orkin/ 

and absence of quality standards possible with automatic 

machinery. Even as regards supply of textiles to the Indian 

consumer, it is essential that he is enabled to improve 

his standards by being provided with superior goods at 

lower prices. Use of better textiles can be regarded as 

an outward manifestation of an improved standard of living,

and even J rom this psychological point oJ view, it would ho 

good to boost the morale of the general public by enabling 

them to buy more and better textiles at cheaper prices.

Vyt/Kag.
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CHAPTER 711

SOCIAL SECURITY

. (

u

Social Security Schemes & Employment:
...................................... 1 n——WHWWWRP—* l|Wi"*i|Sl-'*T*l,,"l<''**

. ‘ ’ V ' ' * ’
In principle, the social security,schemes provided 

under various onaettnonts should help make employees stable, 

efficient and conscientious, and to improve relations between 

employers and.employees. In practice, how.far this actually 

takes place, we do not know, as no detailed study in the 

matter has been made so far. The attitude of labour on the 

whole appears to be that, though social security schemes 

extend substantial benefit to workers, they are not obligated 

to the employer'whQ extends such benefit. The general 

impression is that, after the introduction of S.S.I. Scheme, 

there is a tendency to remain absent with the help or medical, 

certificates.r s - -

It is estimated that the total annual-.-wage-■ bill (basic 

wages and dearness allowance) of the cotton textile industry 

Is about ^s.200 crores and the cost of B.S.I., E.P.F., and 

Gratuity to the industry may be computed as under

E.S.I. 2.5% of Rs,200 crores ♦. Ps. 5.0 crores .,

P.F? 8% of Rs.200 crores. .. Rs.l^.O crores

Gratuity .. Rs.2.5, crores

Total .. Rs.23.5 crores

The cost of cloth and yarn produced by the industry is

around Rs.750 crores and the cost on account of the aforesaid 
social security measures works out to three per rent of, the 

total cost of production. It has been proposed that the 

employees' contribution to the E.S.I. Scheme should be raised 

from 2.5% to 3% from 1st April, 1967, in which case, the 

employers' contribution to S.S.I would amount to Fs.6.0 crores-
{ A -F **

bringing the total cost of social security schemes to over 

3.3 per cent.
E. S.I.3 Review Committee Rg commendation^,^

The scone an'i coverage cS th 't’O social security

.2.



legislations are <11 f Cerent'.‘"'"TITe Study Oroup^on Social Security 

app-o^nted by the Gov^rnuient.of India^ In 195.3 had recommended 

that one single agency should be set up which should, at the 

first stage, assume administrative responsibilities for social 

security measures incorporated in the S.S.I. Act, S.P.Fs. Act.,

■ Coal Mines Provident Funds Act, etc. The unification and

integration of the various social security schemes would result 

in simplification and added convenience to both employers and 

employees. Wq are in favour of the E.S.I.S. Review Committee’s 

recommendation to bring about an administrative merger of theI *
B.P.F. Scheme and E.S .I .Scheme. . Wo feel that action on this 

account, should be initiated forthwith. We are, however, not 

in favour of extending the scope of the social security 

measures to cover more benefits. The cost of the social 

security schemes has air «s&.dy~ become stoo heavy, leaving 

scope for further additions. Besides, the industrial worker 

is even now enjoying an unduly privilegedp«sit Ion -is compared 

withother wage earners.

It Is also pertinent to add h^re that, apart from these 

social security . schemes, there is a prevision for payment 

of retrenchment and Xs^y-off compensation in tha Industrial
I

Disputes Act. .This too is a form of unompl«yn«nt relief. 

S.S.I. Scheme and absenteeism:

We have already observed that there Is a general 

impression that more and more workers are remaining absent 

in the cotton mill industry after the introduction of the

S.S.I. Scheme. However, adequate statistical data are not
«•

available to prove or disprove this. Absenteeism can be 

ascribed to the ease with which an insured person can get 

medical certificate and be on authorised lea-^e rather

than remain absent without leave as in the past. Their 

eligibility to get cash bene^ts at half the average wages 

is another contributing factor. The fact that thef© 1s r.o

i
i



obligation on the part of the Insurance Medical Officers 4r the 

insured person to inform the employer that the insured person

has been recommended leave, has created several difficulties 

for tho employer. Certificates are not produced for a ling 

time. However, protection is granted to such insured persons 

under section 73. Tais undermines the discipline in the unit. 

It is suggested that it must be $ade Incumbent on the I.M.P. 

nr the I.M.O. t« send a copy of \he certificate to the 

employer, say, within three days/)! its issue. Section 73

will also have to be amended sui 

Administration of-Medical Benefi

On purely theoretical consideratlons, it would be better 

if the Corporation undertook to provide medical fad 111,1 os

Governments mav, however, be required to share a part of the 

expenses as at present.

The Corporation has alreadv built up a reserve fund of 

Bs.26 crores in a short span of 10 years. It is conceded that, 

if.more hospitals were to be built, the fund would temporarily 

dwiridle dawn. But it must be realised that the annual surplus 

is to tho tune of fs.2.5 crores which is equal to over 25 per 

Gent of the total expenditure. In spite of this, there 1s 

a proposal to raise tho employers’ contribution t« I.

Scheme from 2.5$ tr 3$. It Is our view that, even with the 

present rate of contribution, the Corporation will have 

sufficient funis to carry out this programme.

Sroployee.s.-Pr.Q.viient Funds Schemes:

The present structure of the E.P.F. Scheme appears 

satisfactory and may be continued. The Schem? may ho 

converted Into a provident fund-cum-pension scheme, provided
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R '
.< Aemployers’ financial liability in this regard is not '

. ,r u. increased. As regards the’ pattern of investment or funds

in respect of companies which ha^e their own schemes, generally
t *» ...a rjestyicti-on is laid down for investment of fund monies in 

Central Government Securities, the fields on which are pretty 

low. As- a result, the return on investments is poor. It is 

suggested that the Provident Fund Trustees may be empowered 

to make investments in other suitable“securI ties which mi ght 

earn them higher rates of Interest.

The'recent move to delete section 17 o**the Employees’ 

Provident Funds Act which pr.Qv-i4^s..-f.aiL_e.xenxptinn_ ofi.establish- 

ments from the provisions or the Act should be opposed. a part 

of the Employees’ Provident Fund may be set apart for giving 

insurance covers to industrial workers, provided employers’ 

.financial burden is not increased, so-that, in case of 

untimely death of members of the Fund, their families 

might get the benefit. Gince the Provident Fund is meant 

for old age provisions, we feel that there is no necessity 

for gratuity payments under any social secbrity programme, 

if a proper life insurance annuity scheme is instituted out of 

the contributions made to the Provident puri'l Scheme.

Where gratuity is‘ paid, there should be no heed to give 

retrenchment compensation in addition. 'Also in the case 

of f’oroced lay-offs duo to reasons"' beyond the control, of 

managements such as cotton shortage, power failure etc., 

the employer should not be made to pay compensation .

The burden of compensation, in the case of forced layoffs, 

fallvion the' employer at a time when he is worst ar pected 

by l«ss or production and-earnings . This is most unfair 

to employers and they should be freed from such obli nations.
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Social Security Schenj,?>sttAng.Sga.AQ.. >tonsj,.

Both the social so curl ty s chemos are administered by 

statutory bodies on wh!ch trade unions are also represented.

We are not in favour of handing over tho administration of any 

social security scheme to Employers trade unions!

vU



Section VIII

LABOUR hFGISLATTON - 

Collective Bargaining:

The Federation generally favours the methods of 

collective bargaining for governing labour-man sgment
/ ? . A’

.relations in a planned economy. However, in the condi

tions now prevailing in our country, it is necessary to 

have legislation also for the purpose. This is because 

human behaviour and motivation are very complex matters 

and some sort of statutory restraint or control will be 

necessary to safeguard industrial peace.' The methods 

sometimes adopted by workers and union leaders, such as, 

strikes, go-slow, pen-down, gherao, etc., go to show 

that legislation is necessary to check such tactics .as 

they are harmful to the industry.

In any case, the Federation feels that Intervention 

by Government should be kept to the minimum, leaving more 

scope for collective bargaining. Mo doubt, in some cases 

of the type mentioned above, namely, strikes etc., 

intervention by Government may be inevitable. In order 

to develop a good climate for collective bargaining, i; 

is also necessary that!, unions should be free from po I i- 

tical bias.

So far as the industry is concerned, it has been

taking all possible steps to comply with the provisions

of labour laws. One can claim that, by and large, the 
♦

requirements of such laws are being observed by the 

industry. This, however, cannot be Said of the workers 

for a variety of reasons such as Intcr-union rivalry, 

interference by politicians and conflicting ideologies 

of trade union leaders*

. Another faotor responsible for the non-achieve

ment of the objective ' of labour laws ie the poor 

strength and calibre of the enforcement machinery.
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Labour cm <.: o ncurront subject.:

The subject "labour" falls in the concurrent list

under the Constitution, The Central and Gtate Governments 

caii, therefore, frame laws in the matter. Also, the 

State Government s can amend the Central laws on the sub

ject. So far as the cotton textile industry is concerned, 

it may be pointed out that, in some states like 

Maharashtra, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh, industrial re

lations are governed by the State legislation, whereas, 

in other States, they are governed b.y the Central 

legislation, namely, the Industrial Disputes Act. Dif

ferent legislative provisions governing industrial 

relations operating in different States create complica

tions and administrative problems, particularly for 

all-India concerns. Although the number of ouch all-India 

concerns may be limited and although the existing, 

arrangetm n't s may have worked reasonably sat i. sf ac l.a • 

the Federation feels that it would be better if labour 

legislation were made uniform throughout the country.

The power of enactment should be vested only in the 

Central Government.

-during the past several years, case laws have 

developed considerably, particularly in regard to 

Industrial Disputes Act and it would be useful to re

view and amend the labour laws in the light of such

case laws. Further, there is a great need.ior consider

ing simplification and codification of the labour laws with 

an eye t.o uniformity in all matters.

Labour Policy -A voluntary approach:

The Federation is of the opinion that the 

emphasis in labour policy should be on voluntary approach 

and cofJecfive bargaining. Tripartite agreements/deo.i si ons 

have been useful in maintaining industrial truce. it Is



-3-on. account of the emphasis on voluntary approach that it has been possible to evolve such instruments as code of discipline, industrial truce resolution, etc.Generally, these instruments have worked fairly well in practice. however, the effect desired out of them and the atmosphere which they were expected to create have failed to come upto expectations.The main reason for this state of affairs appears to be inter-union rivalry and the political character of the trade union movement
..........O'.... .

Section IX RURAL AND IJNORG ANlSIvh LABOUR.In a predominantly agricultural country like ours, proper attention requires to be given to the question of ameliorating the working and living conditions of agricultural and other rural labour. This labour is now largely unorganised. It will, therefore, be the responsibility of the Government to protect and improve their working conditions. uf the various labour lawn f'r-.rm;d so far, it is only the IVinimum Wages Act, 19413, that has been made applicable to certain classes of agricultural labour and that too only in some States and not all-over the country. Even in States where the Act has been made applicable, all the classes of agricultural labour do not seem to have been covered. The wages of agricultural tllld rural labour have, therefore, been very low.On the other braid, Industrial labour which is well organised and strongly supported by powerful politicians, has been getting more and more protection and privileges. .Their service conditions are also getting improved through the awards of the Industrial Courts and
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Tribunal, as well as through Agreements, Settlements, "'Oge •

Board recommendations, etc. The net result is that, wherca

the organised industrial labour has been securing more and *
more benefits, the ^Kricultural and rural labour continues 

to remain neglected. The industrial labour has, therefor , 

become .^^urivileged class in the society. Any impartial 

observerWill readily concede that this disparity is not 

desirable and that ^t is time to cry a halt to the benefi to 

that are being showered on industrial labour.

............0.............

/brk.
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Labour Research and_ Information.

The importance 01 availobil i by of reliable infor

mation pertaining to various aspect of labour matters 

c.nuot be overemphasised. The ’Indian Labour Year Book' 

published every year for the past nineteen years by the 

Labour Bureau, Bimia> bus come to be recognised as a stan

dard work of reference that tries to present a view of 

co-ordinates facts which help in formulating labour policies 

in our country. There are other Government publications 

on labour statistics and information, such as "the Indian 

Labour Statistics", the. Monthly Abstract of Statistics, 

Labour Gazettes publishedby various States, and the Indian 

Textile Bulletin pertaining to cotton and woollen textile 

industry, to mention a few. however, these reference 

books suffer from several discrepancies and shortcomings.

The following are some oi the glaring instances of the 

discrepancies found in. the latest publication of the Indian 

Labour Year Book. 1965 and the Indian Labour Statistics 1967:

Employment: The employment figures in respect of

the factories relate to workers as defined under the 

factories \ct, 1948, which, apart from the manual workers, 

cover some categories of clerical and supervisory staff 

also,

Whether the information in respect of Factories, 

Mines, Plantation, Railways, Post and Telegraphs or Ports, 

should categorise the full complement of manual, clerical 

or supervisory employees, is a point for consideration.

The employment statistics regarding Shops and 

Establishnents are collected by the State Governments under 

the Shops and Establishment Acts. These Acts are, however
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applicable only to selected urban areas of individual 

States and even for these areas adequate arrangements 

for collection of correct employment data are not 

uniformly satisfactory in all the States.

Absenteeism: Statistical 1 y, absenteeism is
1

measured by the percentage of manshifts lost due to 

absence to the corresponding total manshifts scheduled 

to work. At present, however, the definition and method; 

followed by the different agencies do not appear to be 

uniform. The Labour Bureau series of absenteeism 

statistics are said to be based on voluntary returns 

furnished by a few selected large units and, in case a 

particular unit fails to furnish the return, the 

absenteeism rate is calculated from the remaining, avai

lable re t.u rus.

L-tour Turnover: The statistics regarding 

'.labour turnover seem to be available only in respect 

of the cotton textile industry and that too only for the 

etetes of Gujarat and Paharashtra.

Per Capita /miual Earnings: The statistics 

of per capita annual earnings of persons employed in 

factories are based on the data received und i_r the 

Payment oi Wages Act, 1936, from various States and 

Union Tort i lories. This ;et. is applicable fa a. lit i fed 

number oi employees earnings less than IL.400/- per 

month. The employees covered under the Payment of 

Wages act are not the s^me ns the worke rs uefined in 

the Paotoriss /mt owing to differences in scope. The 

relevant information relating to the Railway employees 

culled out from the Annual Report of the Railway hoard. 

Thus, the data pertaining to per capita annual earnings 

of workers in factories and of those in railways, do no L 

have uniformity.
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The figures of ournipgs of workers in factor!'.., 

according to the definition of ’wages' under the Payment 

of Wages /Act, include all remuneration capable of being

’ .expressed in terms of money which would be payable in

terms of the contract of employment but do not include 
lightj

(a) the value of house accommodation, supply of/water etc.,

(b) the contribution by the employer to any pension fund 

or provident fund, (c) the travelling allowance or value 

of any travelling concession, (d) any sum paid to defray 

special expenses,- and (e) any gratuity payable on 

discharge, unless payable under any law, contract or 

instrument which does not provide for the time within 

which payment is to be made. On the other hand, the 

earnings of staff employed in Government Railways as 

reported by the Railway Board include (a) pay, (b) allowance

(c) passages, (d) provident fund contributions,

(c) gratuities, (f)' pensionary benefits and (g) grain- 

shop concessions.,

Moreover, the Labour Bureau itself admits that 

"it is not possible to say how far returns under the 

Payment of Wages Act have been based on a uniform interpre

tation of the terra ’remuneration'. It is likely that 

uniform practice is not being followed by all the 

reporting units in furnishing data for the component

'money value of concessions'''.
I

•• Besides, as the information io not being 

furnished by about 30% of the registered factories, the 

statistics are vitiated to that extent.

Trade Unions: The statistics of membership, 

finances, etc., of the registered trade unions arc 

collected under the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926. It is 

known that about 40% of the registered Trade Union:: do

. . . 4.
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not submit statutory annual returns and no data are avai

lable in respect- of unregistered Trade Unions in the 

country. The data published by the Government do not, 

therefore, reveal the true picture of trade-unionism in 

the country.

Industrial Disputes: The information set forth in 

the Indian Labour Year Book regarding the number of 

industrial disputes, workers involved, mandays lost, total 

wages lost and total production lost is complied from the 

statistics collected by the State Labour Departments -mid 

Regional Labour Commissioner©. The required info run i,.J on 

is said to be collected by them on a voluntary basin on 

uniform lines laid down for the purpose, usually from the 

units concerned when such occurrence of work stoppage is
A I

known, or from Police or other sources,-as per the 

practice in vogue in the respective States. The statistic, 

published, however, do not cover 'political strikes or 

sympathetic demonstrations and the like’ though tii.is 

information is also stated to bo collected soparafcr ly.

Apart from work-stoppages on account of industrial 

disputes, data of work-stoppages for other reasons such 

as hartals on the death of fellow workers, bandhs, etc,, 

should also be collected and published as they arc not 

that negligible to be left out. In support of this, we 

may point out that the Bombay Millownors’ Association 

collects every year information regarding the number of 

man-days Host in member mills in Greater Bombay on necou ■ 

of work-stoppages owing to reasons other than industrial 

disputes. The following table shows the nuGiber of man-da 

lost in the member-mills of the Miliownc-rs 1 Association 

by work-stoppages on account of industrial’disputes as

published in the State Government’s Labour Gazette and
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tbose on account of other reasons as collected by the 

Bombay Millowners’ Association!

•No. of man-days lost by work-stoppages on 
Year account of____________ , ________________ ________

industrial disputes , Other reasons (not
ns published in the , published in the •=>tate 
State Labour Gazette, Labour Gazette)

1958 31 ,643 3,19 ,983 including 
I,95,000 
man-days 
lo st by one 
day ’ s 
General 
Strike.

1959 74,424 1 ,93,529
I960 1,34,782 42,088
1961 16,295 53,222
1962 81,185 40,310
1963 1 ,57,973 1 ,36,315
1964 1,57,237 / 3,81,337
1965 ♦ 41 ,658 77,578
1966 1 ,43,857 3,03,846

It will thus be seen to what extent the 

information regarding man-days lost published by the 

Government on the present basis of industrial disputes 

differs from the facts, The information regarding the 

total wages lost and the total production lost on 

account o.l wi >rk-a toppngen, which io not published o, 

present, should also be published so that the magnitude 

of the loss suffered by the nation may be clearly 

realised by the public.

Comparability vitiated: Prom what has been 

stated thus far, it will be noted that, in the compli- 

l&tiOh Of tile' Labour Year Book, the Labour Bureau has 

to depend on a number of ugeheieoefor facts and figures 

A greater part of those statistical data is geared, to 

the administrative needs of the Governuont. Bents ,

major readjustments in the administrative set-up are
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often likely to require some alteration in the scope

and coverage of the statistics which would affect the

serial comparison. Amendments to Labour Acts also

some times change the character of the dot a collected..

Though the periodical collection of the data in many 

cases is designed on the basis of complete enumeration 

of the primary units, what emerges finally is an in

complete- census, owing mainly to a large degree of non- 

response and delay on the part of some of the agencies 

concerned in preparing and forwarding the consolidated 

returns to the Labour Bureau. The data collected on 

different topics also suffer from lack of identical, 

scope and coverage, as they are compiled undei* 

different systems of collection. This'causes confusion 

in comparing and co-reloting one topic with another.

V'C feel that so long as (1) the information is 

collected by different agencies under various Labour 

Act, (2) difinitions of terms differ from Act to Act,

(3)scope and coverage of information v*ries and (4) 

delay in submi tting the collcted • nd compil ed lnf't>iT*i~ 

lion to the Labour Bureau continues, the Labour statistics 

would not present uniform, correct and. compile te picture 

of the state of labour affairs. In spite of implcment- 

’ in. the schemes mentioned earlier for improvement in 

labour statistics, these weaknesses will persist if the 

primary collection of inform tiun is left to different 

authorities under various Labour Acts.

VI),y Lot Centralise Collection of Informstion?

We, therefore, suggest that the Labour Bure*u, .Li ml , 
in co-ordination with the Directorate of the National 

Sample Survey, should directly take up the work of receiving 
and compiling labour statistics ins tead of receiving the

. . ..7.
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consolidated information from a variety of agencies. Per 

this purpose, it may be considered whether the Labour 

Bureau should open branches and cub-bronchon in nil Staten 

and take the help of some of the statistical staff working 

at present under various Labour Law authorities or whether 

any other method be followed. It may also be considered 

whether a consolidated questionnaire be devised by the 

Bureau which would cover all-the aspects of information 

required under various Acts. It seems necessary that each 

item of information should have a fixed, cle or definition. 

This urrangraent might perhaps give the following advan

tages:

a) The primary information received can be 
properly checked and corrected so as to make 
it uniform and identical to a greater 
extent.

b) The information avould not suffer from over
lapping.

c) The information will be exhaustive and give 
a correct picture in a proper perspective.

d) It would be easier for the primary units to 
fill in such an exhaustive questionnaire 
once and for all, rather than prepare sever'd 
combinations and permutations different 
items of information for the use of 
different authorities.

e) . The same exhaustive information con be
forwarded to each of the different authori
ties, who would then select the items as pe r 
their requirements.

f) The centralised collection of inform Lion 
will help cover all primary units, < 1 i mi no
ting the deficiency due to non-response , nr; 
the Bureau, being in possession of tin lis to 
of all prim ry units with the help of its 
branches, can concentrate.their efforts in 
collecting the replies. The delay c luoed. bty 
agencies in submitting the information to 
the Bureau can also be avoided.

g) The confusion now caused by Labour statistic 
could be avoided by simplifying mil stream
lining the information.

: >
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.Price

Consumer Price Index: The Consumer/lndex Number for

Industrial Workers is one of the important pieces of

labour .information. At present, such number are

published for about 45 centres, based on the results

of the family living surveys conducted by the Labour

Bureau during the year 1958-59. Such new scrieo lor

a few more centres and also a new scries of All-India 

Index for industrial workers are yet to be published.

The interim series of All-Tndia Working Class 

Consumer Price Index Number (Base 1949 = 100), 

compiled by the Labour Bureau currently, is construc

ted from the weighted average of the indices for 27 

centres. The weights for this purpose are computed 

from the industrial labour force of a particular 

centre in the State as is conveniently reckoned. Thus, 

the All-India Consume!' Price index Number compiled 

today cannot be considered as an independent series 

based on a family budget survey of the whole country, 

nor is it desirable to compile an index number on this 

basis for the purpose of dearness allowance, because 

of wide variation in the consumption and expend! burn 

patterns at different centres. Naturally, the All-I.ndi; 

Index Number does not, and perhaps cannot, reflet

adequately price changes affecting urban working class.

The Index Number should continue to be compiled for 

every region of the country. The new series of Index 

Numbers which arc based on the rccomendations made by 

the International Committee of Statisticians sea to be mooc 

scientific. Nevertheless, the correctness of the old 

Index Numb r Series and the manner of linking them w.i lb 

the new Series are viewed with scepticism and deserve 

to be reconsidered.

. ...9
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Research: Together with collection of labour statistic

research in labour natters is also important in modern
J ;•* sab t ;<

industrial development.

Although research activity has begun well, there 

is vast ocopeffrr its improvement and expansion. The 

research work may be undertaken objectively rather than 

subjectively. Its follow up by examination of its 

effectual utilisation which itself would "again form a 

subject of further research" may also be considered.

In conducting various research activities, 

Government may also take the help of other research 

institutes like the Tata Institute of Social Sciences, 

Bombay, and Shree Ram Centre for Industrial Rescrrch, 

Delhi, which arc doing very useful woi’k in this field.

0

/brk
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